
PREPARED BY THE FORKLIFT 
SHOP



| ABOUT US >

When it comes to developing a website to 
promote the various services and 
products offered by the forklift industry a 
knowledge of the trade is essential and 
we have a wealth of experience that 
spans over the last decade.

 We offer a service and understanding of 
our industry unrivalled by other website 
developers.

Find out more > 



< INTRODUCTION >
The objective is to showcase all of the products and services 

offered by Northern Handling Systems. Key areas of business 
being the sale, hire, service and repair of forklift trucks and 
materials handling equipment in the North East of England



THE BRIEF >An Overview



< IDENTITY >

The site needs to be mobile and tablet friendly, easy to 
navigate and built to attract your core business. The site 

needs to have a high level of user interaction with a regular 
blog feed and linked to social media pages in keeping with 

your new website image. 



< CONCEPT >
To design and build a new website with a strong emphasis 
on forklift sales, service and maintenance in your local area 
together with the sale of new and used machines, hire and 

driver training.

With Cesab being your core “new truck” suppliers these 
brand needs to be the foundation of your new machine 

offering however there needs to room to feature all of the 
other products in your extensive portfolio.



|CONTENT FOR THE SITE >
Homepage - solid call to action attracting email subscribers from which a 

slow burn relationship will be formed
About – A brief overview of your company history, work ethics and 

perhaps your mission statement.
Services – Again this area of your website should be concise and 

informative. Pages would include 
Sales
Service
Hire

 Training 



< YOUR SHOWROOM >
Product Showrooms – This area would feature two showrooms NEW / 

USED. 
Your Products would have the option of filter by the following 

categories

Filter by:
Machine Type
Capacity
Lift Height
Power



POWERED BY



POWERED BYGLOBAL LEADERS

We would recommend that your new site be built on 
WordPress, with over 27% of the worlds websites run on 

it, help is always at hand.

This means, should you ever decide to move on from us 
at any point in the future you can take your website with 
you and there's a 90% chance that any competent web 

developer will be able to help you.



PROCESS & TIMESCALESAn Overview



STEP 1: DESIGN 
PRESENTATION

Two new design concepts will be designed. 

Naturally there will be a common theme, but 
we try to think outside the box and come up 
with something that isn't obvious. These is 
often where the best ideas come from. 

We'll go through these options and decide 
which direction to take and any adjustments.



STEP 2: WEBSITE 
CONTENT

Now we have your design locked-in, 
we can begin to construct the 
website. If you would like to 
contribute any text, testimonials, 
news, and company images 
including logo, premises, service 
vans workshops etc this would be 
the time to send them over.



STEP 3: 
WEBSITE 
BUILD
Using everything we've 
gathered; your website is built. 

Once it's done, we'll present it to 
you and go through the details 
in accordance with the 
objectives originally set. Any 
amends are made at this stage.



STEP 4: THE 
LAUNCH
The launch process is a carefully 
considered one. We need to 
ensure email addresses don't go 
down, the site doesn't have any 
downtime, any old links are re-
directed to the new pages etc. 

We always launch late on a 
Friday night to give us the best 
chance of getting any issues 
ironed out. You can sleep easy 
knowing we'll be on-call over 
your launch weekend to ensure 
everything goes according to 
plan. 



INVESTMENT

• The total cost of design and build of your 
new website on WordPress to include all basic 
copy, resourcing of all images, product 
brochures and specification sheets. £1,150.00

• Included FREE design of all Social Media 
pages 

• We ask for a 50% payment with order and 
the balance would be due when the site goes 
live.



WEBSITE MANAGEMENT, 
SOCIAL MEDIA & SEO

• FACEBOOK

• TWITTER

• GOOGLE+

• INSTAGRAM

• YOUTUBE



CREATE A 
FOLLOWING

I strongly recommend the setup of 
social media business pages that 
mirror your company image. 

Facebook, Twitter and Google + pages 
increase your website rankings and 
help in achieving the best results in 
Google, Bing etc. for your website. I 
am happy to redesign all 3 pages in 
keeping with your company profile 
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